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 Time for the next school year. September is 
coming soon, bringing the start of busy school and 
academic days. It is high time to ensure proper 
lighting of the workplace - a desk. 

 Desk lamps are a very important lighting ele-
ment in a room of a student at any age, from pre-
-schoolers to high school graduates and students. 
A well-chosen desk lamp will facilitate the learning 
process, increase the comfort of work and, what 
is more, it will reduce the negative effects of long 
hours spend at the computer or on reading books. 

 A lamp in a child’s or teenager’s room is not 
only effective lighting, but also an attractive deta-
il of the interior design. If you are looking for a 
modern and functional desk lamp, we invite you to 
check our wide offer.

Desk lamps   
from GTV Lighting 

for everyone



WARM

to relax

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

TRIT
TRITTON

TRITTON

Desk lamp

TRITTON
 A touch control panel in a lamp base allows 
you to adjust the brightness and the light colour 
temperature to the work performed:

 Lovers of falling asleep with the light on will ap-
preciate the Timer function, which delays the lamp 
turning off by 1 or 2 hours. Thanks to the induction 
charger and the 5 V/1 A USB-A socket on the TRIT-
TON base, you can charge any mobile device.

The lamp is powered by a standard mains vol-
tage using a power supply and a 100 cm long 
USB cable included in a set.

It is a modern and functional solution closed  
in a classic form. COLD 

to work 

3 steps of brightness  
adjustment

Inductive charger

Touch control panel

A timer that delays  
the lamp turn off WHITE

LB-TRIT6W-00-DECLB-TRIT6W-10-DEC

BLACK

POWER 
6 W

BRIGHTNESS 
340 lm

3 light colour temperatures 
to choose fromblack

white

https://orbitvu.co/share/RH4T7oQPE2xVLCQhUz8nqn/5333677/360/view
https://orbitvu.co/share/qdxoNGFbaQ7Pf36BhERJcB/5333660/360/view


ONEO
LONEOS

LONEOS

Desk lamp

LONEOS
 A touch control panel in a lamp base allows 
you to adjust the brightness and the light colour 
temperature to the work performed:

 The modern form of LONEOS lamp fa-
scinates with its elegance and modernity. The 
minimalist design resonates perfectly in ro-
oms decorated in a modern style. LONEOS is 
controlled by a touch control panel, so you can 
easily choose the brightness and light colour 
temperature.

The lamp is powered by a standard mains vol-
tage using a power supply and a 180 cm long 
USB cable included in a set.

It is an elegant solution closed  
in a modern form.

6 steps of brightness  
adjustment

Touch control panel

A timer that delays  
the lamp turn off 

LB-LON12W-10-DEC

BLACK

Robust metal construction

3 light colour temperatures 
to choose from

POWER 
12 W

BRIGHTNESS 
700 lm

WARM

to relax

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

COLD 

to work 

black

https://orbitvu.co/share/bAkQeDcqCVnoWi2K745KqT/5488265/360/view


LINE
LINEAR

LINEAR

Desk lamp

LINEAR
 A touch control panel in a lamp base allows 
you to adjust the brightness and the light colour 
temperature to the work performed:

 LINEAR desk lamp is a perfect choice for 
people who value a certain restraint in acces-
sories. The lamp has a display that shows the 
ambient temperature, date, time, there is also 
an alarm clock function. The touch control pa-
nel in the lamp base allows you to adjust the in-
tensity and colour temperature of the emitted 
light.

The set includes the lamp with a 1.5 m long po-
wer cord.

It is a functional solution that  
is an alternative to classic desk lamps.

Display: date, time, temperature

WHITE

LB-LIN7W-00-DEC LB-LIN7W-10-DEC 

BLACK

Adjustable brightness of light

00:00

Alarm clock function  
- 7 rings to choose from

3 light colour temperatures 
to choose from

POWER 
7 W

BRIGHTNESS 
420 lm

WARM

to relax

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

COLD 

to work 

black

white

https://orbitvu.co/share/7QCbp79oT9ZCgPCTo7bbc6/5333680/360/view
https://orbitvu.co/share/WPTaXGMoYvu6MBLeBxZxkA/5333664/360/view


LAC
GALACTIC

GALACTIC

Desk lamp

GALACTIC
 A touch control panel in a lamp base allows 
you to adjust the brightness and the light colour 
temperature to the work performed:

 GALACTIC attracts with its modern mini-
malism. The classic appearance of the lamp will 
look great on any desk. The control of the lamp 
is facilitated by a touch control panel in the base, 
thanks to which you can quickly adjust the inten-
sity and colour temperature of the emitted li-
ght. GALACTIC is equipped with a display that 
shows the ambient temperature, date and time.

A lamp has a power cord with a length of 1 m 
included in a set.

It is a modern and minimalist style.

Display: date, time, temperature

Alarm clock function 
LB-GAL5WM0-10 

WHITE

Adjustable brightness of light

00:00

3 light colour temperatures 
to choose from

POWER 
5 W

BRIGHTNESS 
240 lm

WARM

to relax

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

COLD 

to work 

https://orbitvu.co/share/WPTaXGMoYvu6MBLeBxZxkA/5333664/360/view


ELIN
HELIN

HELIN

Desk lamp

HELIN
 The lamp emits light with a neutral colour 
temperature.

 The small size and richness of colours of 
a HELIN lamp will appeal to both parents and 
pre-schoolers. The lamp emits light with a neu-
tral colour temperature of 4000 K, which is re-
commended for learning to write and draw.

The lamp is powered by a 150 cm long cable 
included in a set.

It is a proven and reliable structure.

The light colour temperature 
is suitable for learning and 

drawing

LB-HEL6W-00-DEC

WHITEPINK GREY

LB-HEL6W-20-DEC LB-HEL6W-15-DEC LB-HEL6W-25-DEC 

BLUE

A wide range of colours

Reliable design

POWER 
6 W

BRIGHTNESS 
350 lm

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

white

blue

grey

pink

https://orbitvu.co/share/YQHJGPWVC273FsuEA7rtd3/5488375/360/view
https://orbitvu.co/share/wvt6GjYsN2V7tSvoSD3erg/5488389/360/view
https://orbitvu.co/share/dhDvP9PdZTvu9LZ8JKRPTW/5488394/360/view

https://orbitvu.co/share/79iAoFpkYt4GAFrhH2Gecj/5488403/360/view


LLEY
HALLEY 

HALLEY 

Desk lamp

HALLEY 
 The lamp emits light with a neutral colour 
temperature.

 HALLEY desk lamp is kept in a modern and 
minimalist style at the same time. Its slender sha-
pe of a lampshade harmoniously blends with a 
flexible arm and base. One of the advantages of 
this lamp is the three-step dimming function. The 
lamp emits neutral light with a temperature of 
4000 K.

The lamp is powered by a 150 cm long cable 
included in a set.

It is a modern and also minimalist style.

WHITE

LB-HAL8W-00-DEC LB-HAL8W-10-DEC 

BLACK

3 steps of brightness  
adjustment

Life time of 25,000

Flexible „Gooseneck” arm

POWER 
8 W

BRIGHTNESS 
500 lm

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

black

white

https://orbitvu.co/share/tuhEnWoKg7VGi434Fa4VcR/5341539/360/view
https://orbitvu.co/share/DquPxop5WeJRojwYEwSNyW/5310412/360/view


GALE
GALE

GALE

Desk lamp

GALE 

 The functionality of GALE lamp is hidden in 
the touch control panel, thanks to which you can 
easily control the light colour temperature and 
brightness. The arm of the lamp can be adjusted 
in 3 planes, which, combined with soft light, cre-
ates comfortable conditions for the eyes. The 
product also has Timer and charging functions 
for mobile devices - USB-A 5 V/1 A socket.

The lamp is powered by a power supply and a 
150 cm long USB cable included  in a set.

It is a classic LED lamp enriched with several 
modern features.

WHITE

LB-GAL8W-00-DEC LB-GAL8W-10-DEC

BLACK

 A touch control panel in a lamp base allows 
you to adjust the brightness and the light colour 
temperature to the work performed:

Stepless adjustment of light 
brightness

Touch control panel

A timer that delays  
the lamp turn off

Bedside lamp function

3 light colour temperatures 
to choose from

POWER 
8 W

BRIGHTNESS 
550 lm

WARM

to relax

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

COLD 

to work 

black

white

https://orbitvu.co/share/MKd7TaaRNZRuM6YEiuWT5W/5333681/360/view
https://orbitvu.co/share/e6mDyqLpkLPMjasXxPRvcT/5333665/360/view


ROG
FROGY

FROGY

Desk lamp

FROGY 
 The lamp emits light with a neutral colour 
temperature.

 FROGY is a universal lamp equipped with 
a 1200 mAh battery. It can be mounted on 
both horizontal and vertical surfaces. A user 
has one button at his disposal. A short touch 
turns the lamp on and off. Longer hold will dim 
and brighten the light.

Ładowanie odbywa się za pomocą dołączone-
go do zestawu kabla USB.

To zgrabna i pełna funkcjonalności konstrukcja. 

LB-FRO5W-00-DEC 

WHITE

Stepless adjustment of light 
brightness

It can be mounted  
on vertical surfaces

Adjustable arm

POWER 
5 W

BRIGHTNESS 
300 lm

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

white

https://orbitvu.co/share/jSbVZ2nqrJ8tcU7Y6gtR4N/5333662/360/view


LOW
FLOWER

FLOWER

Desk lamp

FLOWER 
 The lamp emits light with a neutral colour 
temperature.

 FLOWER is a portable desk lamp equipped 
with a rechargeable battery. Its restrained design 
will be perfect for any teenager’s desk. The lamp 
does not have a classic switch, but a touch control 
panel marked with a characteristic red stripe. After 
touching it, the lamp lights up smoothly to reach full 
power after a while.

A 150 cm long USB cable included in a set is 
used for charging.

It is an ingenious and also moderate design.

LB-FLOW4W-06-DEC  

BLACK/WHITE

Built-in 1,800 mAh battery

Soft Start function 

Touch switch

POWER 
4 W

BRIGHTNESS 
240 lm

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

black/white

https://orbitvu.co/share/sEuWtJCeHBbBd5DRSN3cmG/5333666/360/view


RESS
BRESSI

BRESSI

Desk lamp

BRESSI

 BRESSI lamp is equipped with a touch control 
panel that allows you to adjust the light brightness 
and colour temperature quickly. Everyone who li-
kes to fall asleep with the lights on will appreciate 
the Timer function. Additionally, BRESSI has an in-
ductive charger and a USB-A 5 V/1 A socket.

The lamp is powered by a standard mains 
voltage using a power supply and a 150 cm 
long USB cable included in a set.

It is a tasteful and functional solution closed  
in a modern form.

BLACK/GOLD

LB-BRE8W-11-DEC LB-BRE8W-15-DEC

GREY

 A touch control panel in a lamp base allows 
you to adjust the brightness and the light colour 
temperature to the work performed:

5 steps of brightness  
adjustment

3 light colour temperatures 
to choose from

Inductive charger

Touch control panel

A timer that delays  
the lamp turn off 

POWER 
8 W

BRIGHTNESS 
450 lm

WARM

to relax

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

COLD 

to work 

grey

black/gold

https://orbitvu.co/share/NpSvtKCbrRXcgctSniHb8E/5488246/360/view
https://orbitvu.co/share/98Zd7cJa9aS5JgGHF5skGe/5293803/360/view


HITE
ARCHITECTO

ARCHITECTO

Desk lamp

ARCHITECTO

 Modern ARCHITECTO desk lamp with an in-
dustrial design resembles drawing lamps used in 
design offices. The arm of the lamp is smoothly ad-
justable in every plane. The emitted light has a neu-
tral colour temperature of relatively high intensity, 
which can be reduced by half.

The lamp is powered by a standard mains 
voltage using a power supply and a 150 cm 
long USB cable included in a set.

It is a practical solution with  
an industrial character.

WHITE

LB-ARCH8W-00 LB-ARCH8W-10 

BLACK

 The lamp emits light with a neutral colour 
temperature.

Mounting to 10-50 mm  
thick worktops

Smooth, stepless  
arm adjustment

Neutral light colour temperature, 
conducive to reading and learning

10-50

POWER 
8 W

BRIGHTNESS 
600 lm

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 



to study and read 

RIO
RIO

RIO

Desk lamp

RIO

 RIO is a classic retro-style desk lamp. The 
design strongly refers to the 80-90s of the 
twentieth century. A flexible arm is finished 
with a metal lampshade with space for one light 
source with an E27 thread. The rocker switch is 
embedded in a stable base.

The lamp is powered by a 150 cm long cable 
included in a set.

It is an ergonomic and proven structure.

Any light source

LB-RIOE27-40

BLUEBLACK RED

LB-RIOE27-20 LB-RIOE27-42 LB-RIOE27-10 

WHITE

Bulb size - E27

Reliable design

Adjustable arm

 The ability to use any light source (with E27 
thread) allows you to independently adjust the bri-
ghtness and color of the light to suit your needs.

biała

blue

https://orbitvu.co/share/Gt7rRXNDKyunENbekEK5No/5488319/360/view
https://orbitvu.co/share/tC8HULZFBo2gHpqVQw2JH5/5488300/360/view


ACTI
 GALACTIC 

 GALACTIC 

Desk lamp

GALACTIC 

 GALACTIC with a colour-changing base is a 
fun desk lamp for users of all ages! The base can 
light up in any colour set by the user, while the main 
source emits light with a neutral colour tempera-
ture of 4000 K. The built-in lithium battery allows 
you to move the lamp to any place.

Rechargeable LED lamp is charged via USB 
cable.

It is a simple form with a non-traditional finish.

WHITE 5 W

LB-GAL5WRU-10 LB-GAL3WRU-10 

BIAŁA 3 W

 The lamp emits light with a neutral colour 
temperature.

Lithium battery with  
a capacity of 1000 mAh

Possibility to adjust the  
colour of the base lighting

Adjustable arm

5 steps of brightness  
adjustment

1000

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

POWER 
3 W 
5 W

BRIGHTNESS 
120 lm 
240 lm

3 W

5 W

https://orbitvu.co/share/tuPKcMiJpnnZFQyRweNHFg/5488357/360/view
https://orbitvu.co/share/tPe5tKaqkdshyrWJAk3d3H/5488367/360/view


KAR
HIKARI

HIKARI

Desk lamp

HIKARI 

 HIKARI is a classic desk lamp with a touch of 
modernity. The touch control panel makes it easy 
to adjust the brightness and change the light colour 
temperature. An arm of the lamp can be adjusted 
in 3 planes, which in combination with flicker-free 
light allows you to create comfortable conditions 
for the eyes.

The lamp is powered by a standard mains 
voltage using a power supply and a 120 cm 
long USB cable included in a set.

It is a timeless classic closed  
in a restrained shape.

WHITE

LB-HIK6WCCT-00 LB-HIK6WCCT-10 

BLACK

 A touch control panel in a lamp base allows 
you to adjust the brightness and the light colour 
temperature to the work performed:

3 steps of brightness  
adjustment

Touch control panel

Additional USB socket  
for charging mobile devices

3 light colour temperatures 
to choose from

WARM

to relax

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

COLD 

to work 

POWER 
6 W

BRIGHTNESS 
400 lm

black

white

https://orbitvu.co/share/bcky8xueuyKX3Lg2HkgJjh/5488278/360/view
https://orbitvu.co/share/7CuXNmTJjEAJeCocGkr2zV/5488340/360/view


IZUKA

ZUK
IZUKA

Desk lamp

IZUKA  

 IZUKA lamp has a three-step brightness ad-
justment and the ability to change the light colour 
temperature. All functions are controlled from the 
touch control panel located in a base. Knowing that 
nowadays everybody has at least one mobile device, 
i.e. a phone, tablet or headphones, we have placed an 
induction charger and a USB-A 5 V/1 A socket in the 
IZUKA base.

The lamp is powered by a standard mains 
voltage using a power supply and a 120 cm 
long USB cable included in a set.

It is a timelessly fashionable classic form,  
combined with modernity and functionality.

WHITE

LB-IZK6WCCT-00 LB-IZK6WCCT-10

BLACK

 A touch control panel in a lamp base allows 
you to adjust the brightness and the light colour 
temperature to the work performed:

Touch control panel

Additional USB socket  
for charging mobile devices

3 steps of brightness  
adjustment

Inductive charger

3 light colour temperatures 
to choose from

WARM

to relax

NEUTRAL 

to study and read 

COLD 

to work 

POWER 
6 W

BRIGHTNESS 
400 lm

black

white

https://orbitvu.co/share/RUBbVHiysSBwgCTGkf5Eeh/5488292/360/view
https://orbitvu.co/share/PsM9RZ4HezrEPRmAxKXcZn/5488325/360/view


1
We promote pro-ecological attitudes. 

We are an expert in the production of 

LED lighting.

We offer the most complete port-

folio on the market with more than 

6300 products. Our wide offer 

includes such product groups as: 

investment lighting, decorative and 

furniture lighting.

We have been providing functional 

and modern solutions for 25 years.

Products with GTV logo are pre-

sent in over 70 markets, in Europe, 

Asia, America and Africa.

6300

25

70

ul. Przejazdowa 21          05-800 Pruszków          POLAND

tel. + 48 22 44 47 595          fax: +48 22 444 75 01 

e-mail: oswietlenie@gtv.com.pl          www.gtv.com.pl
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